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Introduction
The document provides with the information on organization
of rebroadcasting of audio/video data with a time delay and a
possibility of automatic insertion of regional advertisment.
Such type of rebroadcasting requires installation of the following
«Forward T» products on broadcasting server:
●● Forward ТP or Forward ТP2 (software for delaying and
rebroadcasting of a signal);
●● AutoDetect (additional program option for automation
of ads insertion).
When you work with different boards (FD300/FD422) sets of
programs for output of data on air are slightly different.
The document provides with the information on dealing with
programs required when the FD300 board is used.
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Automatic Insertion of Ads Into Delayed Signal
1. General Scheme of Necessary Programs Use
The picture below presents a general scheme of use of all
necessary programs.
Audio/video
data for
rebroadcasting
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2. Delay of a Rebroadcasted Signal
2.1. Necessary Programs
Delay of a rebroadcasted signal is made via programs included
into the Forward TP or Forward TP2 product set.
General workflow is the following:
1. Data for rebroadcasting are recorded on PC hard disk in storage. Storage is a set of files located on PC hard disks.
The FDPostPlayVideoIn program is used to perform input of
data into storage. You can start/stop data input yourself.
2. The FDTimeShift program is used to play data from storage
with a necessary time shift. You can start/stop data playback
yourself.
3. The FDTimeShift program is also used to transmit read data
into named layer. You should specify name of a layer when
configuring reading of data from storage yourself.
Data in layer exist only in case when the FDTimeShift
program is in the mode of reading storage data.
4. Data from named region are available for the FDOnAir
application (it controls data output on air) and for the
AutoDetect components (they detect ads insertion marks).
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2.2. Control Over Output of Delayed Signal in FDOnair
You may control broadcasting of delayed data in the FDOnAir
application via the VideoInput N commands (N is index from
1 to 6) (1). First you should customize the commands by
assigning named layer as a passthrough video source (for more
information on this issue see section 8.1., «Customizing of Video
Input of the FDTimeShift Type»).

1

1

1

3. Automatic Ads Insertion
3.1. AutoDetect Software
The «Forward T» product line has an additional option – AutoDetect.
The option allows automatizing insertion of ads into
rebroadcasted signal.
Principle of AutoDetect option operation is to control constantly
rebroadcasted signal and detect marks of start/end of ads
insertion. When mark is detected specific signal is formed.
The signal makes FDOnAir to start playback of ads (for more
information on this issue see a general scheme of programs use
above).
You may detect the following types of marks via AutoDetect:
●● jingles;
●● video fragments;
●● DTMF marks.
AutoDetect works in a background mode. Detection is
implemented automatically after its configuration by user.
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3.2. The Wait Signal Command
The FDOnAir application has the Wait Signal commands (with
assigned Resume Schedule/AutoDetect actions) that are used for
automatic start/stop of ads playback on detection mark signal.
The commands are used according to the following principle:
1. The commands are customized by user via configuration
programs from the AutoDetect software. At customizing you
should specify detection mark to activate the command.
Select one of the following configuration programs depending
on type of mark for delayed signal:
●● NRJingleConfig is used for jingles;
●● NRDTMFConfig is used for DTMF marks;
●● NRVClipConfig is used for video samples.
Note: The NRJingleConfig, NRDTMFConfig, NRVClipConfig configurator
programs are used for customizing of commands used for detection of
marks in stream data received by named layer.
If data is received by the FD300 board use another configurator
programs for customizing of the commands: SLJingleConfig,
SLDTMFConfig, SLVClipConfig. For more information see the
«AutoDetect. Broadcasting Automation Based on Detecting Cue Tones.
User's Guide».

2. The picture below presents which Wait Signal commands must
be added into the FDOnAir application schedule:
●● command to start ads (is added into schedule before
ads block itself) (1);
●● command to stop ads (is added into schedule after the
last ads video file) (2).
1

2

3. The command starts to be executed at time specified in
schedule. The Wait Signal command execution does not
interrupt playback of video and audio started before.
4. When the command is being executed it expects detection
signal of a mark that was specified during customizing.
5. When the mark is received execution of a currently
executing command is interrupted and the next command is
started to executed.
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6. Actual duration of command execution depends on time
when detection mark is received and on Timeout parameter:
●● if Timeout is 0 the command will be executed till
detection mark is received;
●● if Timeout is not 0:
●● maximal possible duration of command execution
is the Timeout parameter value (if during specified
period of time detection mark is not received);
●● if during the command execution detection mark is
received its execution is stopped.
7. When execution of the Wait Signal command is finished the
following command in the schedule starts to be executed.
Examples of FDOnAir schedules with the Wait Signal commands
you may find in the «Examples of Schedules» section.
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Preparation for Broadcasting on Air
1. General Workflow
The table below presents a general workflow and programs
required at each step.
№

Actions

Programs
when dealing with FD300

when dealing with FD422

1

Configuration of board

FD300 Configuration

FD422Config

2

Creation of storage.
Launch of data input into storage

FDPostPlay Videoin

FDPostPlayCapture

3

Configuration of storage data
playback with time shift. Launch of
data output from storage

FDTimeShift

4

Customizing of the Wait Signal
commands

Configurator programs from AutoDetect software:
●● NRJingleConfig – for jingles;
●● NRDTMFConfig – for DTMF marks;
●● NRVClipConfig – for video samples.

5

Preparation of the FDOnAir
application for broadcasting on air:
– configuration of the FDTimeShift
video input;
– adding of necessary Wait Signal commands in the list of active
commands;
– creation of schedule

FDOnAir
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2. Plugging of Video Sources to Board and Customizing of Sound.
Configuration of Board (the FD300 Configuration Program)
The section describes a workflow if you deal with the FD300
board. If another input device, for example, the FD422 board, is
used examine another corresponding instruction.

88 Important: Close all programs that require the FD300 board before
configuring.

1. Plug sources of video and audio to the FD300 board.
2. Launch the FD300Configuration program in one of the
following ways:
●● via desktop shortcut;

●● via the Start menu: Programs > ForwardT Software > Board
Setup > FD300 Configuration;
●● via Advanced... > FD300 Configuration of a context menu
of the FDPostPlay Indicator icon (1).
1

The main program window appears.
3

5

2

4

3. Select the board in the Boards’ Indexes list (2).
4. Pass to the Line A tab (3). Select commutation line that
connects source and the board from the Input drop-down list.
5. Be sure that image from specified source is displayed in
the Line A section (4). The image appears if everything is
correctly plugged.
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6. Select name of line (5), CVBS11(2А) is in our example.
7. Pass to the Format tab (6). Select TV standard in the
TV Standard drop-down list and be sure that the FullFull size
value is selected in the Image Size drop-down list.
6

8. Then pass to the Sound tab (7). Specify Audio device type (8)
and Internal processing sample rate (9) correspondingly.
7

8
10

9

11

88 Important: Be sure that the Allow low level audio/video synchronization check

mark (10) is put. Otherwise synchronization of sound and video
is not guaranteed.
9. Click OK (11) to apply configuration and close program
window.

Note: Detailed information on the FDConfiguration program you may find in
the «FDConfiguration. FD300 Board Settings. User's Guide».
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3. Customizing of Data Recording Into Storage
(the FDPostPlay VideoIn Program)
The section describes a workflow if you deal with the FD300
board. If you use another input device examine corresponding
instruction on storage configuration. FDPostPlayCapture is used
for solutions based on FD422 configuration for control recording
into storage.
1. Launch the FDPostPlay VideoIn program in one of the
following ways:
●● via desktop shortcut;

●● via Start: Programs > ForwardT Software > PostPlay >
VideoIn;
●● via the Start Video In command of the FDPostPlay
Indicator context menu (1).
1

When the program is launched its main window and the
icon (2) in notification area appear.
2
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2. Specify sources of video for recording of data into storage.
Data on configuration is displayed in the main program
window (1).

2

1

Complete the following if you need to change configuration:
1. Click Video... (2). The FDTM Board Properties window
appears.
3

4

5

2. Specify settings in the appeared window on the Input (3)
and Format tabs (4). The settings must be analogous to those
made in the FDConfiguration program.
3. Click OK (5) when configuration is completed. The window
will be closed.
3. Configure audio source in the following order:
1. Click Audio (6) in the main program window.
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6

The FD300 Audio Source window appears.
7

9

8

2. Select audio source in the Audio Device drop-down list (7).
Information in this list is presented in the
FD300 Wave XY format, where:
●● FD300 is type of board;
●● Wave X is index of board audio input. There are 3 audio
inputs on FD300, Х may have values – 1, 2, 3. Each
input has 2 monochannels – left and right;
●● Y is board input index.
3. Put the Mono channel check mark (8) if a monophonic
recording is used.
4. Click OK (9) to apply the settings and close the window.
4. Select storage from the existing ones or create a new one for
further dealing with it.
You may select storage from the existing ones in the dropdown list (1) of the RPM Storage group.
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1

2

3

Click Configure ... (2) if you want to modify storage configuration.

88 Important: Be attentive when modifying configuration (except name) of the
existing storage. When modifying configuration all previously
existing data in storage will be deleted after clicking OK.

Complete the following if you need to create a new storage:
1. Click Create new... (3). The Storage Configuration window
appears.
4
5
6

2. Specify storage name in the Storage Name field (4).
3. Specify storage capacity in the Capacity group of elements (5).
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gg

Tip: Capacity of storage must exceed required time shift during
broadcasting at least in several minutes.

4. Select video codec in the Video group (6).

gg

Tip: We recommend using the SoftLab-NSK MPEG2 I-frames codec
with the 4000 – 6000 KB/sec data rate. This codec is the most
optimal alternative considering performance. It also requires
less processor capacity comparing with other codecs in case if
result image is of the same quality.
5. Distribute disk space for storing video data.
Information on space is displayed in the (7) field.

8

7

You may specify space on disk in the following ways:
●● manually: by double-clicking a corresponding line with
disk identifier (8). Field for data entering (9) becomes
available;

9

●● by right-clicking a line corresponding to necessary
disk and selecting necessary command in the appeared
context menu.
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gg

Tip: We insistently recommend following the given pieces of advice

when distributing disk space for both video and audio data type:
1. do not locate storage on system disk;
2. do not occupy all free space on disk, leave approximately
5–10 GB for some service purposes.
6. Specify number of channels in the Channels field (10) of the
Audio group.
12
13

10

11

7. Distribute disk space for storing audio data (11).
Configuration is implemented in the same way as for video
data (see item 5).

88 Important: The Time Shift group of elements (12) of the Storage Configuration

group is not used for specifying of broadcasting time shift. For more
information on this group of elements see
the «PostPlay. Retransmitted Signal Delay Server. User's Guide».
We recommend not to change default values.
8. Click OK (13) when configuration of storage is completed.
Configured data is displayed in the main program window (14).
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14

New storage is ready for recording of data.
5. Preparation for input of data into storage is completed.

4. Start of Data Input Into Storage (the FDPostPlay VideoIn Program)
Input is implemented in the FDPostPlay VideoIn program and
can be started when it was correctly configured (see the previous
subsection).
Control over data input into storage is implemented via the
following buttons:
●● Start (1) is used to start data input;
●● Stop (2) is used to stop data input;
●● Events (3) is used to switch to data input according to
schedule.
1

2

3
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Note: Data input is impossible if such adjusted parameters of storage
and FD300 board as size, frame rate and audio sample rate do not
correspond each other. In this case in the main program window in the
Video group of elements an error message appears and the Start button
becomes inactive.

Click Start (1) to start input of data into storage.
When data recording into storage is being implemented the
following data is displayed in the Video group:
●● data on a process of recording (4);
●● video source image (5) (frames are displayed with some
frame rate);
●● audiometer (6).
7

4

5
6

88 Important: In case of PC accident failure the FDPostPlay VideoIn program
is automatically relaunched in the mode of data input into
storage.
You may minimize program window by clicking

(7).

Double-click
(8) located in notification area to restore
program window.
8
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5. Customizing of Data Reading From Storage (the FDTimeShift Program)
Note: Detailed information on the FDTimeShift program you may find in the
«FDTimeShift. Retransmitting a TV Signal with a Time Shift. User's
Guide».

General workflow:
1. Launch the FDTimeShift program via the following file: ~\
PostPlay\FDTimeShift.exe, where ~ denotes a full path to the
folder with Forward T Software.
The main program window with configuration made during
the previous program session appears. The
icon will be
displayed in notification area.
2. Configure delay of a playback:
1. Click Change... (1). The Set Playback Delay window appears.

1

2. Specify playback delay in the hours, minutes, seconds, frames
fields (2).

2
3

3. Click OK (3) to close the window. Specified delay is
displayed in the main program window (4).
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4
5

3. Configure mode of data playback from storage:
1. Click Change... (5). The Playback Settings window appears.
2. Customize the following for further control over data
output via FDOnAir:
●● select Together with OnAir application in the Playback mode
group (6);

6

7
8
9
10

●● select device for broadcasting in the Device drop-down
list (7). The FD300 #1 (internal mixer) value is selected in
our example because we work with the FD300 board
with logical index 1 and the Internal mixer mode is on;
●● specify name in the Layer name field (8). Source of
audiovideo data is selected according to this name
later on step 5 at customizing of the VideoInput
command in FDOnAir. The TimeShift name is specified
by default;
●● select storage in the Storage drop-down list (9) for
storing of delayed data (step 2).
Note:

Elements of the OnAir Settings group allow establishing interaction
between the FDTimeShift and FDOnAir applications. Values specified
in this group of elements must correspond to FDOnAir settings
values.
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3. Click OK (10) to close the window. Made configuration is
displayed in the main program window (11).
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6. Start of Data Reading From Storage (the FDTimeShift Program)
Click Start (1) to switch the FDTimeShift program to the data
playback mode.

1

If in storage at the moment there is no data that corresponds
to specified time (current time minus delay time) No Data (2) is
displayed. If there is any data in storage Playback is displayed (3).
2

3

Reading of data must be started before execution of schedule in
FDOnAir (the program is used here to output data on air).
Program window can be minimized by clicking
program title bar but it will continue working.

(4) located in

4
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Double-click the
icon located in notification area (5) to
maximize the window.
5

7. Customizing of the Wait Signal Command (on Example of the NRDTMFConfig Program)
Principle of the Wait Signal command customizing is the same in
all configurator programs from the AutoDetect software set.

88

Important: Before customizing of the command prepare some marks

samples:
●● for jingles – audio files (in the WAV format) with
fragments of samples;
●● for video samples – video files (in the AVI format) with
fragments of samples;
●● for DTMF signals – properties of marks.
Detailed informarion on this issue you may find in the
«AutoDetect. Broadcasting Automation Based on Detecting Cue
Tones».
Let us examine customizing of the Wait Signal command on
the example of the NRDTMFConfig configurator program.
The program is used for configuring of commands activated at
detecting of DTMF marks.
General workflow:

1. Launch the program in one of the following ways:
●● using the Start menu: Programs > ForwardT Software >
Plugins > NRDTMFConfig;
●● by opening the following file:
~\Plugins\AutoDetectTS\DTMF\NRDTMFConfig.exe,
~ denotes a full path to the folder where ForwardT
Software is installed.
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The main program window appears.

1

2. Click Devices... (1). The Devices window appears.
It has a table with a list and parameters of devices that receive
signal (with DTMF marks). The list is created by user.
2

3. Click Add... (2). The Add device window appears.
4. Specify in the Video device group parameters of video device
that receives a signal with DTMF marks. Specified values
must correspond values customized in the FDTimeShift
program (see subsection 3, «Customizing of Data Input Into
Storage (the FDTimeShift programm)», step 3, the Customizing of Input Parameters window):
●● select FD300 Board in the Device type drop-down list (3);
●● select device in the Device drop-down list (4);
●● select name of layer in the Layer name drop-down list (5),
name must correspond to name specified in the
FDTimeShift program;
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3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

●● select audio line in the Sound (Language) drop-down list
(6), its signals transmit marks;
Select parameters in the Detection parameters group:
●● channel that receives a signal with mark in the
Channel drop-down list (7);
●● sample rate (in Hz) in the Sample rate drop-down
list (8);
●● input gain of a signal before being detected (in dB)
in the Input gain drop-down list (9). Value of this
parameter can be specified from –12 up to +48 dB;
●● if needed, set default parameters by clicking the
Set default button (10).
5. Close the Add device window by clicking ОK (11).
Information on made configuration is displayed in the
Devices window (1).

2

1

3
4

6. Click line with device. Then click Edit... (2) if you want to
modify made configuration of device.
Click line with device. Then click Delete (3) if you want to
delete device from the list.
7. Close the Devices window by clicking OK (4).
8. Customize the Wait Signal commands for automatic launch
and/or stop of ads playback.
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Complete the following actions:
1. Click Add... (5) in the main program window.
5

2. Complete the following in the appeared Add event window:
●● in the Wait Signal command parameters group:
●● specify command name in the Name field (6).
The NRDTMF_ prefix is automatically added to
command name and will be displayed in the Full
name field (7);

7
9

6
8

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

●● enter a brief comment about command use in the
Command title in schedule field (8). When adding the
command into FDOnAir schedule this text will be
displayed in the Name schedule bar;
●● specify timeout in the Timeout field (9).
Timeout is a maximal possible duration of command
execution in schedule. If Timeout value is 0 the
command will be executed till a signal from
external device is received;
●● configure parameters of DTMF mark in the Expected
signal group. Specify the following parameters:
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●● DTMF string (11) is a sequence of symbols that are
the mark itself;
●● Tone duration (12) is a duration of a tone of every
DTMF mark symbol;
●● Pause duration (13) is a duration of pauses between
symbols;
●● Deviation (14) is a possible deviation of symbols
and pauses from specified values of symbols and
pauses;
●● Delay (15) is a possible delay between mark
detection and the Wait Signal command activation.

gg

Tip: Information on DTMF string, Tone duration and Pause duration you
may get at the main broadcasting station that inserts DTMF
marks.

4. Close the Add event window by clicking OK (16).
Information on made configuration is displayed in the main
program window (1).
1

2
3

4

9. Click line with command. Then click Edit... (2) if you want to
change its configuration. Modify necessary parameters in
the Edit event window.
Click line with command. Then click Delete (3) if you want to
delete command from the list.
10. Close program window by clicking OK (4).
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8. Preparation of the FDOnAir Application to Air
8.1. Customizing of Video Input of the FDTimeShift Type
General workflow:
1. Launch FDOnAir.

88 Important: The FDTimeShift program must work in the data playback
mode when dealing with FDOnAir.

2. Open the Settings window by clicking a corresponding button
in the main FDOnAir application window.
3. Pass to the Configuration tab.
Select device for data broadcasting and specify its mode of
working:
●● via drop-down lists of the Video device group (1),
FD300 board with index 1 is in our example;
●● select the Internal Mixer option (2).
Click Apply changes to apply made configuration (3).

88 Important: Settings specified on this tab must correspond to configuration
made in the FDTimeShift program, in the Configuration of Data
Input window.

1

2

3
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4. Pass to the Input settings tab. Configure the Video line
command that is used to control output of storage data.
For this in the line with a corresponding video input index
complete the following:
1. Put the (3) check mark.

4
3

5

2. Click button of selecting of video line (4).
3. Point cursor to the PC Input string. Select name of layer
(specified at FDTimeShift configuration (see step 3)) in the
appeared drop-down list.
4. Name of the layer is displayed on the button (6).

6

5. Configure other VideoInput commands if it is necessary to
control broadcasting of a passthrough video coming from
other sources.
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8.2. Preparation for Use of the Wait Signal Command
Pass to the Autodetect events tab in the Settings window.

All Wait Signal commands configured via different configurator
programs from AutoDetect software set are displayed in the list.
The list is opened by clicking

(1).
1

2
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If it is necessary to detect marks specified at configuration of
the Wait Signal command during AutoDetect broadcasting the
commands must be added to the list of «active» commands. For
this complete the following:
1. Click

(1).

2. Select in the appeared list identifier of necessary Wait Signal
command (2).
Note.

Identifiers of the commands configured in the NRDTMFConfig,
NRJingleConfig, NRVClipConfig programs begin with NRDTMF_,
NRWAV_, NRVClip_ correspondingly.

3. Necessary command is added to the list of «active» commands (3).

3

Click the command in list to view its configuration. You will get
the following information:
●● in the Action field – implemented action in FDOnAir
at detecting of mark specified in command. Default
action for all commands configured via AutoDetect
software is Resume Schedule/Autodetect.

gg

Tip: We recommend not to change specified default action because

commands only with the Resume Schedule/Autodetect action can
be added to schedule.
●● Schedule command title – is text that explains use of the
command. When the command is added to FDOnAir
schedule this text is displayed in the Name field;
●● Timeout is limitation on time of command execution
command in schedule.
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8.3. Adding of Commands to Schedule
The Video Input N command (N is an index of video input
customized for broadcasting of data from storage (1)) is used to
control broadcasting of delayed data.

1
2
3
1

The Video Input N command is added by clicking button with a
corresponding index located on panel with schedule tools (4).

4

The following Wait Signal commands are used to control insertion
of ads:
●● to start ads demonstration the Wait Signal command
must be customized so that to be activated at detecting
of input mark (2);
●● to stop ads demonstration the Wait Signal command
must be customized so that to be activated at detecting
of output mark (3).
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Complete the following to add the Wait Signal command to
schedule:
1. Open the Custom commands file page by clicking
(1).
The Wait Signal commands are marked with the
icon.
1

3

2

2. Put indicator of current editing position in necessary line by
clicking this line in the Name bar (2).
3. Then double-click line with necessary command on the
Custom commands file page (3) and the command is added to
schedule (4).

4
5

6

The following information is displayed in schedule line with the
Wait Signal command:
●● in the Start bar – time of command execution start (5)
(time is specified automatically considering duration of
a previous command in schedule);
●● in the Duration bar – value of the Timeout parameter
(with nonzero value);
●● in the Name bar – user-specified name of command (6).
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Examples of Schedules
Example А. Use of the Wait Signal command with Timeout (with nonzero value)

				

(А)

Comments to example (А):
1. Time of ads start is usually known in advance. So, time of
mark receiving is also approximately known. To execute the
Wait Signal command at specific time add the command of
active start in schedule (1).
1

2
3

2. To start ads the Wait Signal command with Timeout is used. In
our case timeout is 10 sec (2). This value is displayed in the
Length bar (3).
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3. The Skip this block on timeout option (
) for the Wait Signal
command (4) is on. To switch this option on click line with
the command in the Crossfade duration bar (
).
4

6

5

Principle of the Skip this block on timeout option is the
following: if during specified period of time (the period
equals to the Timeout parameter value) there is no any
detection mark signal execution of the following commands
block starts (5). Commands located between the Wait Signal
command and command of new block start are not executed
(6).

88 Important: When you add the Skip this block on timeout option in schedule add
obligatory line with the Wait previous command
If there is no signal this command is activated.

.

4. Add the Next command simultaneously mark (9) in schedule
fragment with video clips. In this case the Wait Signal
command added to stop ads (7) starts to be executed
simultaneously with the last video clip (8). The mark is
added by clicking line with the command in the Next command simultaneously bar (

).

8
7
9

10

5. Parameters of the Wait Signal command includes the Timeout parameter that is 47.96 sec in our case. It denotes the
following:
●● maximal time of command execution – 47.96 sec. It
corresponds to duration of the advert_4.avi clip;
●● if the mark on ads end is received during playback of
the advert_4.avi clip (8) its playback will be interrupted
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and the following command in schedule starts to be
executed (10);
●● if the mark on ads end is received before start/after
end of the advert_4.avi clip playback the command is
complete simultaneously with end of the clip playback.
Only then the following command starts to be
executed.

gg

Tip: The Forward T software set provides with a possibility to

monitor a moment of receiving of ads end mark during playback
of any video file from ads block. For this you should create
a project for playback of ads block files (*.SLBlock). More
information on this issue see in comments to schedule (C).
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Example B. Use of the Wait Signal command with Timeout (with zero value)

				

(B)

Comments to example (B):
1. Time of ads start is usually known in advance. So, time of
mark receiving is also approximately known. To execute the
Wait Signal command at specific time add the command of
active start in schedule (1).
1

2

2. To start ads in schedule add the Wait Signal command with
Timeout that equals 0. The command is executed till the
mark is received; ads block starts only when the mark is
received.
3. To execute the Wait Signal command of ads end (3)
simultaneously with the next coming video clip
(advert_4.avi in our example) (4) add the Next command simultaneosly mark (5) to line with this video clip. The mark is
added by clicking line with the command in the Next command simultaneously bar (

).

4
3
5

6

If mark
is received during playback of any clip
except the last one (advert_4.avi) the Wait Signal command will
not be activated.
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4. In this example Timeout is 0. The parameter is used when ads is
stopped (3) and in our case it denotes the following:
●● the command will be executed till the mark is
received;
●● if the mark on ads end is received during playback of
the advert_4.avi clip (4) its playback will be interrupted
and the following command in schedule starts to be
executed (6);
●● if the mark on ads stopping is received after playback
of the last video clip the last frame of this clip will be
displayed till detection mark is received.

gg

Tip: The Forward T software set provides with a possibility to

monitor a moment of receiving of ads end mark during playback
of any video file from ads block. For this you should create
a project for playback of ads block files (*.SLBlock). More
information on this issue see in comments to schedule (C)
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Example C. Use of Files in Block

1

1

				

(C)

Comments to schedule (C):
1. Notes to the Wait Signal commands for start and stop of ads
you may find in comments to example (B).
2. In this example instead of a sequence of commands for
playback of video clips there is one command for playback of
block of files – Project_1.SLBlock (1).
The SLBlock project is a text file with XML tags with links
to ads block video files.
The Wait Signal command for automatical stopping of ads
starts to be executed simultaneously with the command
of playback of block files. In this case waiting of a jingle is
on at launch of the first ads clip. Command to stop ads is
activated when jingle is received by any of the clips from
this block.
Creating and editing of SLBlock projects are made in the
SLBlockEditor program included into ForwardT software
set. Instruction on work with the program you may find in
the «SLBlockEditor – Editor of Projects to Playback Video
Clip Blocks in FDOnAir. User’s Guide».
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Output of Data On Air
At output on air delayed data with automatically inserted ads
the following programs must be launched:
●● FDPostPlay VideoIn program – must be launched in
mode of data input into storage. Launch of data input
must be started in advance (advance time period at
least must be equal to delay);
●● FDTimeShift program – must be launched in mode of
storage data reading. The program must be launched
before FDOnAir is launched;
●● FDOnAir program – must be launched in mode of
schedule execution.

88 Important: Programs from the AutoDetect software set that are necessary

for detecting of marks are launched automatically (without user
participation) and work in a background mode.
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Completion of Work
1. Stop of Data Reading From Storage
88 Important: Stop of data reading from storage must be implemented when
TimeShift video input is not used in FDOnAir any more.

Complete the following to stop data reading from storage:
1. Pass to the FDTimeShift program window. If the window is
minimized do the following to maximize it:
1. Right-click program icon in notification area.
2. Select the Open FDTimeShift option in the appeared
window.
2. Click Stop (1) to stop data reading from storage.

1

2

2. Close program window in one of the following ways:
●● by clicking Exit (2) in the FDTimeShift program
window;
●● by right-clicking program icon ( ) located in
notification area (3) and then clicking Exit FDTimeShift
in the appeared window.
3

88 Important: If to click

located in the title bar of the main program
window it will be minimized but the program will continue
working.
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2. Stop of Data Recording Into Storage
Stop data recording and close program instance used for data
input into storage.
Complete the following steps if the FDPostPlay VideoIn program
is used:
1. Open the main program window.
If the window is minimized open it by double clicking
program icon
(1) located in notification area.
1

2. Click Stop (2) to stop data input into storage.
2
4

3

3. Click Exit (3) to complete working with program.

88 Important: If to click

located in the title bar of the main program
window it will be minimized but the program will continue
working.
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Useful Links
ForwardT Software set: description, download, documentation, solutions
http://www.softlab-nsk.com/forward/index.html

Support
e-mail: forward@sl.iae.nsk.su
forward@softlab-nsk.com
forward@softlab.tv

Forum
http://www.softlab-nsk.com/forum (currently available in Russian only)

Additional Documentation:
FDOnAir: Broadcast Automation. Basic User's Guide
FDPostPlay. Retransmitted Signal Delay Server. User's Guide
PostPlay System. Quick Start
FDTimeShift. Retransmitting a TV Signal with a Time Shift. User's Guide
FDOnAir Commands List – Broadcast Automation. User's Guide
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